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A quick recap... on Cloud computing

What is Cloud Computing?

Cloud deployment model

Types of Cloud Computing service models

- Software as a Service (SaaS)
  - Slack, Office 365
- Platform as a Service (PaaS)
  - AWS Lambda, Google App Engine
- Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS)
  - ETAIS project, Digital Ocean

Past, Present & Future of Virtualization
Without Virtualization – traditional physical server

- Single OS per machine
- Single/multiple application per machine
- Hardware components connected directly to operating system
  - CPU
  - Memory
  - Disk
  - Network Card

With Virtualization

Why Virtualization?

- Increased **performance** and computing **capacity** relevance to hardware manufacturing.
- **Underutilized** Hardware and software Resources
- Lack of Space
- Greening Initiatives
- Rise of administrative costs
  - Administrative tasks include: labor intensive
    - hardware monitoring
    - defective hardware replacement
    - server setup and updates
    - resource monitoring backups

Virtualization layer (Hypervisor)

X86 Architecture or others (CPU, Memory, Disk, Network)

User’s Applications
Guest OS (Windows)
CPU, Memory, Disk, Network

User’s Applications
Guest OS (Ubuntu)
CPU, Memory, Disk, Network

User’s Applications
Guest OS (Centos)
CPU, Memory, Disk, Network

Virtualization

• To define it in a general sense,
  • virtualization encompasses any technology - either software or hardware - that adds an extra layer of isolation or extra flexibility to a standard system.

• Virtualization is mainly used to emulate execution environment, storage and networks.

• Execution Environment classified into two:
  • Process-level – implemented on top of an existing operating system.
  • System-level – implemented directly on hardware and do not or minimum requirement of existing operating system

• Familiar examples include
  • virtual memory for memory management,
  • virtual disks to allow for partitioning
  • "virtual machines" (e.g. for of Java and .net) to allow for better software portability.

Src: [http://player.slideplayer.com/download/15/4802616/13LuM2IqQuDgvlrExpjw/1632128184/4802616.ppt](http://player.slideplayer.com/download/15/4802616/13LuM2IqQuDgvlrExpjw/1632128184/4802616.ppt)
Hypervisor

• *a program used to run and manage one or more virtual machines on a computer.* [src]

• It recreates a h/w environment.
Hypervisor type

Virtualization layer (Hypervisor-Type I)

Hardware (CPU, Memory, Disk, Network)

Virtualization layer (Hypervisor-Type II)

Host Operating System

Hardware (CPU, Memory, Disk, Network)

Guest OS (Windows)
Guest OS (Ubuntu)
Guest OS (Centos)

User's Applications
User's Applications
User's Applications

CPU, Memory, Disk, Network
CPU, Memory, Disk, Network
CPU, Memory, Disk, Network

Hypervisor type

Type-I
- It runs directly on top of the hardware.
- Takes place of OS.
- Directly interact with the ISA exposed by the underlying hardware.
- Also known as native virtual machine. Example: VMware ESXi, MS HyperV

Type-II
- It require the support of an operating system to
  - provide virtualization services.
  - Programs managed by the OS.
  - Emulate the ISA of virtual h/w.
- Also called hosted virtual machine.
Example: KVM, Virtual Box

---

an instruction set architecture (ISA), aka computer architecture, defines the supported instructions, data types, registers, the hardware support for managing main memory, fundamental features (such as the memory consistency, addressing modes, virtual memory), and the input/output model of a family of implementations of the ISA.
Different levels of Virtualization

- Applications
  - Application - level Virtualization
- Programming Languages
  - Programming Language level Virtualization
- Operative Systems
  - OS - level Virtualization
- Hardware
  - Hardware - level Virtualization

Src: http://buyya.com/
Cons of Virtualization....

- Cold start
- Need more storage
  - Less number of virtual machines per PI

• Performance degradation
• Inefficiency and degraded user experience
• As it interposes and abstraction layer between guest & host.
• Some of specific features of the host are unexposed. Security holes and new threats
  • Case 1 - emulating a host in a completely transparent manner.
  • Case 2 - H/w virtualization, malicious programs can preload themselves before the OS and act as a thin VMM.
Containerization...

What we need
- Lightweight
- Require less memory space
- Fast lunch time
- Better resource utilization

Legacy computing

Virtualization

App 1
App 2
App n

HOST
HOST
HOST

PI
PI
PI

App 1
App 2
App n

Guest OS
Guest OS
Guest OS

Hypervisor

Host Operating System

Physical Infrastructure

Virtualization Host Operating System

Src: https://www.snia.org/sites/default/files/AnilVasudeva_Containers_the_Future_Virtualization_SDDC.pdf
Containerization...

Legacy computing

Virtualization

Containerization

What we need
- Lightweight
- Require less memory space
- Fast lunch time
- better resource utilization
- 1000s of containers can be loaded onto a Host

- Containerized apps share Host OS's kernel to execute work
- Workload in Containers use Host OS kernel
Containers

What is a container?

• LXC, a Linux container, is a Linux operating system-level virtualization method for running multiple isolated Linux based systems on single host.
Containers Benefits

**Portability:** not tied to or dependent upon the host operating system

**Agility:** capability to manage various kinds of changes during the development process. Able to respond quickly to the changes...

**Speed:** less start-up time, most lightweight...

**Fault isolation:** does not affect other containers...

**Efficiency:** less start-up time, smaller in capacity, allow more container to run

**Ease of management:** A container orchestration platform automates the installation, scaling, and management of containerized workloads and services.

**Security:** due to isolation of applications

Src: [https://www.ibm.com/cloud/learn/containerization](https://www.ibm.com/cloud/learn/containerization)
Containers Benefits - VMs vs Containers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Virtual Machines</th>
<th>Containers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Heavyweight</td>
<td>Lightweight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limited performance</td>
<td>Native performance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Each VM runs in its own OS</td>
<td>All containers share the host OS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hardware-level virtualization</td>
<td>OS virtualization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Startup time in minutes</td>
<td>Startup time in milliseconds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allocates required memory</td>
<td>Requires less memory space</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fully isolated and hence more secure</td>
<td>Process-level isolation, possibly less secure</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Docker containers are NOT VMs

- Easy connection to make
- Fundamentally different architectures
- Fundamentally different benefits

Src: https://www.backblaze.com/blog/vm-vs-containers/
Containers Benefits - Containers in the enterprise

Containers are delivering real-world business benefits

- 78% Improved application quality/reduced defects
- 78% Faster response to changes in our market segment
- 76% Faster time to market
- 74% Improved employee productivity
- 74% Higher customer satisfaction
- 73% Better security of company/customer data
- 73% Reduced application downtime
- 72% Better governance and risk management
- 70% Greater levels of innovation

See Figure 4 for complete data.

KEY TAKEAWAYS

IT executives and application development professionals who currently use a containerization approach express confidence that containers provide a range of quantifiable business benefits.

Report: Containers in the enterprise
url: https://www.ibm.com/downloads/cas/VG8KRPRM
Containers

What is a container?

• LXC, Linux container, is a Linux operating system-level virtualization method for running multiple isolated Linux based systems on single host controlled and managed by \textit{Namespaces} and \textit{Cgroups}.

• \textit{Namespaces}: Linux namespace partitions processes and system resources so that only processes in the same namegroup get access to namegroup resources and processes.

• \textit{Cgroups}: Originally contributed by Google, Cgroups is a Linux kernel concept that governs the isolation and usage of system resources, such as CPU & memory, for a group of processes.
Containers – **Namespaces**

- Namespaces are a feature of the Linux kernel that partitions kernel resources such that one set of processes sees one set of resources while another set of processes sees a different set of resources.

Examples: PID(Process Id), MNT(Mount file/folder), IPC,NET(Individual port and IP)

**Process Id namespace**

**Filesystem namespace**

Src:  
https://www.toptal.com/linux/separation-anxiety-isolating-your-system-with-linux-namespaces  
https://blog.codecentric.de/en/2019/06/docker-demystified/
Broad view of Filesystem namespace

Src:
https://www.toptal.com/linux/separation-anxiety-isolating-your-system-with-linux-namespaces
https://blog.codecentric.de/en/2019/06/docker-demystified/
https://www.nginx.com/blog/what-are-namespaces-cgroups-how-do-they-work/
Containers – Cgroups

“... cgroups, a feature for isolating and controlling resource usage (e.g., how much CPU and RAM and how many threads a given process can access) within the Linux kernel. ...”

Cgroups provide the following features:

**Resource limits** – limit how much of a particular resource (memory or CPU, for example) a process can use.

**Prioritization** – control how much of a resource a process can use compared to processes in another cgroup...

**Accounting** – Resource limits are monitored and reported at the cgroup level.

**Control** – You can change the status (frozen, stopped, or restarted) of all processes in a cgroup with a single command.

https://www.nginx.com/blog/what-are-namespaces-cgroups-how-do-they-work/
Some container runtime platforms...

- Docker
- CoreOS rkt
- Mesos
- LXC
- OpenVZ
- Containerd
- Windows Server Containers
- Linux VServer
- Hyper-V Containers
- Unikernels
- Java containers
Some container runtime platforms...

- Docker
- CoreOS rkt
- Mesos
- LXC
- OpenVZ
- Containerd
- Windows Server Containers
- Linux VServer
- Hyper-V Containers
- Unikernels
- Java containers
Docker

• Docker container technology was launched in 2013 as an open source Docker Engine.

• Docker enterprise edition introduced in 2016 as a first commercial product.

• Docker is written in the Go programming language

• When you run a container, Docker creates a set of namespaces for that container.
Docker Architecture

Client
- `docker build`
- `docker pull`
- `docker run`

DOCKER_HOST
- Docker daemon

Containers

Images
- NGINX

Registry

Src: https://docs.docker.com/get-started/overview/
Docker Architecture

Inside your ETAIS VM

Docker Hub

Src: https://docs.docker.com/get-started/overview/
Docker – terminologies/vocabulary

The Role of Images and Containers

Docker Image
- The basis of a Docker container
- Images are read only templates build from Dockerfile.
- Docker uses Union File System.
  - Duplication-free
  - Layer segregation

Example: Ubuntu with Node.js and Application Code

Docker Container:
- The image when it is running
- The standard unit for application service.
- Runs your application.

Src: https://f.ch9.ms/thumbnail/ff8e0db3-f25d-4e9f-b68e-5ae38b411d79.pptx
Docker – terminologies/vocabulary

Docker Engine
Creates, ships and runs Docker containers deployable on a physical or virtual, host locally, in a datacenter or cloud service provider

Registry Service (Docker Hub(Public) or Docker Trusted Registry(Private))
Cloud or server based storage and distribution service for your images

Src: https://f.ch9.ms/thumbnail/ff8e0db3-f25d-4e9f-b68e-5ae38b411d79.pptx
Basic Docker Commands

- `docker --version`
- `docker pull <image name>`
- `docker run -it -d <image name>`
- `docker ps`
- `docker image ls`
- `docker exec -it <container id> <command>`
- `docker stop <container id>`
- `docker kill <container id>`
- `docker login`
Basic Docker Commands

**Build**
- Build an image from the Dockerfile in the current directory and tag the image
  
  ```
  docker build -t myimage:1.0 .
  ```

- List all images that are locally stored with the Docker Engine
  ```
  docker image ls
  ```

- Delete an image from the local image store
  ```
  docker image rm alpine:3.4
  ```

**Run**
- Run a container from the Alpine version 3.9 image, name the running container "web" and expose port 5000 externally, mapped to port 80 inside the container.
  ```
  docker container run --name web -p 5000:80 alpine:3.9
  ```

- Stop a running container through SIGTERM
  ```
  docker container stop web
  ```

- Stop a running container through SIGKILL
  ```
  docker container kill web
  ```

- List the running containers (add `--all` to include stopped containers)
  ```
  docker container ls
  ```

- Delete all running and stopped containers
  ```
  docker container rm -f $(docker ps -aq)
  ```

- Print the last 100 lines of a container's logs
  ```
  docker container logs --tail 100 web
  ```

**Share**
- Pull an image from a registry
  ```
  docker pull myimage:1.0
  ```

- Retag a local image with a new image name and tag
  ```
  docker tag myimage:1.0 myrepo/myimage:2.0
  ```

- Push an image to a registry
  ```
  docker push myrepo/myimage:2.0
  ```

Docker – in DevOps

Developers
BUILD
Development Environments

IT Operations
RUN
Deploy, Manage, Scale

SHIP
Create & Store Images

Developers

IT Operations
Dockerfile basic

• *Dockerfile*, a text file that includes specific keywords that dictate how to build a specific image.

• Docker builds images automatically by reading the instructions from a *Dockerfile*.

• An Example of *dockerfile*

```
FROM python:3.8-slim-buster
WORKDIR /app
COPY requirements.txt.txt requirements.txt
RUN pip3 install -r requirements.txt
COPY .
CMD [ "python3", "-m" , "flask", "run", "--host=0.0.0.0"
```

FROM : creates a layer from the ubuntu:18.04 Docker image.
WORKDIR : sets the path where the command, defined with CMD, is to be executed.
COPY : adds files from your Docker client’s current directory.
RUN : builds your application with make.
CMD : specifies what command to run within the container.

*Src: https://docs.docker.com/develop/develop-images/dockerfile_best-practices/*
Dockerfile basic

• An Example of `dockerfile`

```
FROM python:3.8-slim-buster  # creates a layer from the ubuntu:18.04 Docker image.
WORKDIR /app            # sets the path where the command, defined with CMD, is to be executed.
COPY requirements.txt requirements.txt  # adds files from your Docker client’s current directory.
RUN pip3 install -r requirements.txt  # builds your application with make.
CMD ["python3", "-m", "flask", "run", "--host=0.0.0.0"]  # specifies what command to run within the container.
```

Build the docker file: `docker build -t myflask .`

Src: https://docs.docker.com/develop/develop-images/dockerfile_best-practices/
Manage data in Docker

• By default all files created inside a container are stored on a writable container layer
  • The data doesn’t persist when that container no longer exists
  • A container’s writable layer is tightly coupled to the host machine

• Docker has two options for containers to store files in the host machine
  • Volumes
  • bind mounts
Manage data in Docker - Volumes

- **Volumes** are the preferred mechanism for persisting data generated by and used by Docker containers.
- Volumes are completely managed by Docker.

Create a volume:  
`docker volume create vol2`

List volumes:  
`docker volume ls`

Remove a volume:  
`docker volume rm vol2`

Start a container with a volume  
`docker run -d --name mywebapp -v vol2:/app myFlask:latest`

**OR**  
`docker run -d --name mywebapp --mount source=vol2,target=/app myFlask:latest`
Manage data in Docker - bind mounts

• When you use a bind mount, a file or directory on the *host machine* is mounted into a container.
• The file or directory is referenced by its absolute path on the host machine.

**Start a container with a bind mount**

```bash
docker run -d --name mywebapp -v "$(pwd)"/target:/app myFlask:latest
```

**OR**

```bash
docker run -d --name mywebapp --mount type=bind,source="$(pwd)"/target,target=/app myFlask:latest
```
Manage data in Docker - tmpfs mounts

- **Volumes** and **bind mounts** let you share files between the host machine and container so that you can persist data even after the container is stopped.
- The third option **tmpfs mounts** option is only available to Docker on Linux [src].
- As opposed to volumes and bind mounts, a tmpfs mount is temporary.
- When the container stops, the tmpfs mount is removed, and files written there won’t be persisted.
- **Useful** to temporarily store sensitive files.

Start a container with a bind mount

docker run -d -it --name mywebapp --tmpfs /app myFlask:latest

OR

docker run -d --name mywebapp \
--mount type=tmpfs,destination=/app \
myFlask:latest
Who is using Docker...
How would you manage large number of containers...?

- Manage state / health / lifecycle
- Manage networking, discoverability, etc.
- Manage sensitive data
- Manage scale
Container Orchestration

• Fault-tolerance
• On-demand scalability
• Optimal resource usage
• Auto-discovery to automatically discover and communicate with each other
• Accessibility from the outside world
• Seamless updates/rollbacks without any downtime.
How would you manage large number of container...?

Container Management Solutions

Kubernetes
Kubernetes

Kubernetes, also known as K8s, is an open-source system for automating deployment, scaling, and management of containerized applications.

- Matured open source project
- Based on learning from internal Google projects and the concept of Google Borg (2003-2004)
- Kubernetes initial release 7 June 2014
- Releases every 3 months
- Very large developer base and interest
- Not necessarily just about containers

Img src: https://www.edureka.co/blog/kubernetes-tutorial/
Some Kubernetes alternatives

• Amazon Elastic Container Service
• Azure Container Instances
• Azure Service Fabric
• Marathon
• Nomad
• Docker Swarm
Kubernetes features

✓ Service discovery and load balancing
✓ Storage orchestration
✓ Secret and configuration management
✓ Automatic bin packing
✓ Horizontal scaling
✓ Self-healing
✓ Designed for extensibility

Src: https://kubernetes.io/
Cluster:
It is a collection of hosts(servers) that helps you to aggregate their available resources. That includes ram, CPU, ram, disk, and their devices into a usable pool.

Master:
The master is a collection of components which make up the control panel of Kubernetes. These components are used for all cluster decisions. It includes both scheduling and responding to cluster events.

Node:
It is a single host which is capable of running on a physical or virtual machine. A node should run both kube-proxy and kubelet which are considered as a part of the cluster.

Namespace:
It is a logical cluster or environment. It is a widely used method which is used for scoping access or dividing a cluster.
Kubernetes - Master nodes

Master Node
- responsible for the management of Kubernetes cluster
- **API-Server**: entry point for all kind of administrative tasks
- >1 master node for fault tolerance
- **Scheduler**: 
  - schedules the tasks to slave nodes.
  - stores the resource usage information for each slave node
- **ETCD**: 
  - ETCD is a simple, distributed, consistent key-value store.
  - used for shared configuration and service discovery

**Controller Manager**: 
- regulates the Kubernetes cluster
- tells Nodes what to run, how to expose applications, how-to commit changes and so on

Src: [https://www.edureka.co/blog/kubernetes-tutorial/](https://www.edureka.co/blog/kubernetes-tutorial/)
Kubernetes - Worker/Slave nodes

**Kubelet**: gets the configuration of a Pod from the API server and ensures that the described containers are up and running.

**Docker Container**: Docker container runs on each of the worker nodes, which runs the configured pods.

**Kube-proxy**: Kube-proxy acts as a load balancer and network proxy to perform service on a single worker node.

**Pods**: A pod is a combination of single or multiple containers that logically run together on nodes.

Src: [https://www.edureka.co/blog/kubernetes-tutorial/](https://www.edureka.co/blog/kubernetes-tutorial/)
Kubernetes - Pod

Pods run on worker nodes
• It can be a single container or multiple containers
• When we do scaling, we scale Pods
• When we do a rolling update then we update Pod by Pod
• One pod can only run on one worker node at a time
• Two pods of the same Deployment usually run on different worker nodes

Kubernetes - Pod

---

**Example - 1**

```yaml
apiVersion: batch/v1
class:
kind: Job
metadata:
  name: hello
spec:
  template:
    # This is the pod template
    spec:
      containers:
        - name: hello
          image: busybox
          command: ['sh', '-c', 'echo Hello, Kubernetes! && sleep 3600']
      restartPolicy: OnFailure
    # The pod template ends here
```

**Example - 2**

```yaml
apiVersion: v1
class:
kind: Pod
metadata:
  name: nginx-pod
labels:
  app: nginx
spec:
  containers:
    - name: nginx
      image: nginx:1.15.11
      ports:
        - containerPort: 80
```

---

**kubectl get pods**  
*List all pods in the namespace*

```
$ kubectl get pods
NAME                                      READY STATUS    RESTARTS AGE
kubernetes-bootcamp-fb506759-pxstk        1/1   Running   0   5m58s
```

**kubectl get pods -o wide**  
*List all pods in the current namespace, with more details*

---

**Src:** https://raw.githubusercontent.com/riigipilv/trainings/master/abc/Slaidid.pdf
Kubernetes - Pod

$ kubectl describe pod
Name:         kubernetes-bootcamp-fb5c67579-pxstk
Namespace:    default
Priority:     0
Node:         minikube/172.17.0.98
Start Time:  Tue, 21 Sep 2021 08:09:58 +0000
Labels:       app=kubernetes-bootcamp
Annotations:  <none>
Status:       Running
IP:           172.18.0.4
IPs:          172.18.0.4
Controlled By: Replicaset/kubernetes-bootcamp-fb5c67579
Containers:
  kubernetes-bootcamp:
    Container ID:   docker://dc01480f02574e66127f712458076e332166d97f59b2aecd7de0e4f35e78978f1
    Image:         gcr.io/google-samples/kubernetes-bootcamp:v1
    Image ID:      docker-pullable://jocastalin/kubernetes-bootcamp@sha256:0d6b8ee63bb57c5f5b6156f446b9bc3b3c143d23303
    Port:          8080/TCP
    Host Port:     0/TCP
    State:         Running
    Started:       Tue, 21 Sep 2021 08:10:04 +0000
    Ready:         True
    Restart Count: 0
    Environment:   <none>
    Mounts:        
    Conditions:    
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Kubernetes - Node

$ kubectl get nodes
NAME     STATUS   ROLES              AGE       VERSION
minikube  Ready    control-plane, master 15m       v1.20.2

https://kubernetes.io/docs/tutorials/kubernetes-basics/explore/explore-intro/

Kubernetes - Cluster

$ kubectl cluster-info
kubernetes control plane is running at https://172.17.0.108:8443
KubeDNS is running at https://172.17.0.108:8443/api/v1/namespaces/kube-system/services/kube-dns:dnspod-proxy

Src: https://kubernetes.io/docs/tutorials/kubernetes-basics/explore/explore-intro/
**App**: Your application is expected to be containerized.

**Deployment**: 
- allow updates to a set of pods at a specified rate. They are needed for rolling updates, rolling back, auto scaling. Manages ReplicaSets
- When we delete a Deployment, then the Pods of this Deployment get deleted

**Example**:

```bash
kubectl get deployments
NAME       READY   UP-TO-DATE AVAILABLE AGE
kubernetes-bootcamp  1/1     1          1      106s
```

```bash
kubectl create deployment kubernetes-bootcamp --image=gcr.io/google-samples/kubernetes-bootcamp:v1
deployment.apps/kubernetes-bootcamp created
```

**Source**: [https://kubernetes.io/docs/tutorials/kubernetes-basics/explore/explore-intro/](https://kubernetes.io/docs/tutorials/kubernetes-basics/explore/explore-intro/)
A **Service** in Kubernetes is an abstraction which defines a logical set of Pods and a policy by which to access them.

- **Expose Your App to public**
- When we create a Service, we provide access to pods
Write a program (say 404.html) → Containerize that program → Build the container image → Push the image to Repo/Registry (e.g. Docker Hub) → Create a pod (say Pod A) → Create a Deployment → Create a service to expose to outside

RS A : ReplicaSet A

Deployment A

Service A

Deployment A
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Kubernetes – Pod creation workflow

1. User Sends kubectl command (say to create pod)
   a) Kube-api server receive the command
   b) Authorize the user

2. kube-api writes that pod request to etcd
   a) Upon successful write..
   b) kube-api acknowledge the User that the pod is create
   c) Updated the desired state of whole system/cluster in the etcd

3. Scheduler pings the kube-api server regularly to know if
   there is anything to schedule
   a) Kube-api server send the task to create a pod, in our case.

4. Scheduler find available compute/worker node, based on
   health of compute node, resource availability, conditions etc.
   1. Find the best worker node (e.g. Worker Node 2)
   5. Scheduler tells kube-api server where to create the pod
   6. Kube-api server write that info (here it is Worker Node 2) to etcd
     1. Updated the desired state of whole system/cluster in the etcd

7. Kube-api instruct kubelet (in Worker Node 2) to create a pod.

8. Kubelet, with container runtime, create the pod.

**Kubelet**
- register the node with the cluster.
- send periodic health check status
- create and destroy workloads as directed by the Kube-API server

**Kube-proxy** is going to help the compute nodes communicate with one another

**User**
- 1. Send kubectl command (to create pod)

**Worker Node1**
- kube-proxy
- kubernetes
- Container runtime (e.g. docker)

**Worker Node2**
- kube-proxy
- kubernetes
- Container runtime (e.g. docker)

**Scheduler**
- etcd

**Control/Master Node**
- kubernetes
- etcd

**kube-api server**
- 1. Send kubectl command (to create pod)
- 2. Write that pod to etcd

**kubelet**
- 3. a) Authorize the user
- 3. b) kube-api acknowledge the User that the pod is create
- 3. c) Updated the desired state of whole system/cluster in the etcd

**Kubelet**
- 1. register the node with the cluster.
- 2. send periodic health check status
- 3. create and destroy workloads as directed by the Kube-API server

**Kube-proxy** is going to help the compute nodes communicate with one another

**User**
- 1. Send kubectl command (to create pod)

**Worker Node1**
- kube-proxy
- kubernetes
- Container runtime (e.g. docker)

**Worker Node2**
- kube-proxy
- kubernetes
- Container runtime (e.g. docker)

**Scheduler**
- etcd

**kube-api server**
- 1. Send kubectl command (to create pod)
- 2. Write that pod to etcd

**kubelet**
- 3. a) Authorize the user
- 3. b) kube-api acknowledge the User that the pod is create
- 3. c) Updated the desired state of whole system/cluster in the etcd

**Kubelet**
- 1. register the node with the cluster.
- 2. send periodic health check status
- 3. create and destroy workloads as directed by the Kube-API server

**Kube-proxy** is going to help the compute nodes communicate with one another

**User**
- 1. Send kubectl command (to create pod)

**Worker Node1**
- kube-proxy
- kubernetes
- Container runtime (e.g. docker)

**Worker Node2**
- kube-proxy
- kubernetes
- Container runtime (e.g. docker)

**Scheduler**
- etcd

**kube-api server**
- 1. Send kubectl command (to create pod)
- 2. Write that pod to etcd
Kubernetes – Pod creation workflow

- **Controller Manager**:  
  - regulates the Kubernetes cluster  
  - tells Nodes what to run, how to expose applications, how-to commit changes and so on  
  - *watching* the desired state - the actual state - and making sure it's the same as the desired state
Kubernetes - Advantages

• Easy organization of service with pods
• Largest community among container orchestration tools
• Kubernetes can run on-premises bare metal, OpenStack, public clouds Google, Azure, AWS, etc.
• Avoid vendor lock issues
Summary

Virtualization
- Hypervisor
- Hypervisor types
- Level/Cons of virtualization

Containerization
- Intro + benefits
- Namespace + Cgroup

Containerization platform - Docker
- Architecture
- Components
- Storage management
- Container orchestration

Containers clustering - Kubernetes
- Components (Master+worker)
- Building blocks
- Workflows

LAB: Kubernetes Management Platform - Rancher

LTAT.06.015 : Lec-03 : Containerization
Lab Sessions

- Previous session (Prac-2):
  - Installation of Docker in an ETAIS Virtual Machine
  - Practicing Docker commands, Docker volumes
  - Building a *Dockerfile*
  - Shipping a Docker image to Docker hub
  - Visualize sensor data in Grafana: containerizing an application

- This session
  - Setting up ETAIS virtual machines for Kubernetes Cluster
  - Installation of Kubernetes cluster using Rancher
  - Deploying service using a Docker image
  - Working with Rancher dashboard
  - ...
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Any Question?
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